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Abstract A quantitative model brings together theories linking international trade to quality, technology and demand for skills. Standard effects of trade on importers and exporters are magnified through domestic input linkages. We estimate the model with data from Colombian manufacturing firms before the 1991 trade liberalization. A counterfactual trade liberalization is broadly consistent with post-liberalization data. It increases skill intensity from 11% to 16%, while decreasing sales. Imported inputs, estimated to be of higher quality, and domestic input linkages are quantitatively important. Economies of scale, export expansion, and reallocation of production are quantitatively small and cannot explain post-liberalization data. Keywords: trade liberalization, skill, quality, intermediate inputs, amplification effect.
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Introduction



After decades of import-substitution policies, numerous developing countries unilaterally liberalized to international trade in the 1980s and 1990s. These episodes were followed by broad transformations in manufacturing: Investment, skill intensity, the quality of inputs and outputs all increased, at the same time that the skill premium rose sharply, typically by 10% to 20%. Firm size decreased or remained unchanged.1 While many theories have been developed to explain these findings, their quantitative effect is mostly unknown, especially of theories involving quality or technology upgrading. To fill this gap, we develop a unified model and quantify many salient theories using data from a Colombian manufacturing survey around the 1991 trade liberalization. A unified approach is warranted because our quantitative analysis shows that direct effects of trade interact and are magnified through domestic input linkages. Specifically, the data suggest that decisions on scale, quality, importing and exporting, and demand for skilled workers are interconnected within and across firms. The connection within firms is suggested by the correlation between various firm characteristics: Large firms are skill intensive, participate more in international trade, and have higher priceadjusted sales (quality or market “appeal”). The connection across firms is suggested by evidence that high-quality, skill-intensive firms use higher-quality inputs. Since importers and exporters account for more than 70% of domestic sales and purchases of inputs, their actions significantly influence the domestic input market. To incorporate all these interconnections in a quantitative model, we propose a novel, 1



Measured productivity typically went up also—see Pavcnik (2002), Khandelwal and Topalova (2011), Trefler (2004), Aw, Roberts, Xu (2011), Eslava et al. (2013) and references there surveyed. Goldberg and Pavcnik (2004, 2007) survey changes in labor market, and Tybout (2008) surveys changes in firm size. See Verhoogen (2008), Kugler and Verhoogen (2012) and Tovar (2012) for quality improvements, and Holmes and Schmitz (2010) and Das et al. (2013) for case studies. Changes are well-documented for middle-income countries, and they are less clear for low-income countries. The main trade partners of these middle-income countries were at the time high-income countries—not yet China. For Colombia, Eslava et al. (2013) find that a fall in tariffs from 60% to 20% is associated with an increase in the probability of exiting of about 0.4% points; a within-plant increase in productivity of about 3 log points; and an increase in the correlation between productivity and market share from 0.43 to 0.52.
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flexible production function. The model features heterogeneous firms that choose their output quality from a continuum. Higher quality increases the fixed cost of production and revenue. More productive firms self-select into higher quality since the revenue gain is proportional to productivity. Quality also changes the firm’s unit cost, its valuation of skilled labor and quality-differentiated materials. All firms produce goods for final consumption and input usage so that firms’ quality choices are linked through general equilibrium prices and demand for inputs. Firms live in a small open economy, and we allow the relative demand and supply of higher-quality goods to be different abroad. In sum, quality in the model is a latent variable that links various observable outcomes. The model imposes a positive correlation between quality and sales, but not its relation to skill intensity, price, quality of inputs, or import and export participation. We estimate the model using data from 1982-1988, before the trade liberalization. We match moments on the joint distribution of firms’ revenue, wages, skill intensity, import and export statuses and intensities, prices of inputs and output. Given the positive correlation between these characteristics, parameter estimates imply that the production of higher quality is intensive in skilled labor and in high-quality inputs, and that the relative demand and supply of high-quality goods is higher abroad. With these parameter estimates, the model brings together salient theories on the effects of international trade on demand for skilled labor. There is selection of higherquality, skill-intensive goods into importing and exporting. There are economies of scale in the production of these goods. Trade leads exporters to upgrade because foreign has a higher demand for higher-quality goods, and it leads importers to upgrade because foreign inputs makes it cheaper to produce higher-quality—as in models of offshoring and of non-homothetic preferences.2 In addition, these previously-proposed direct effects 2



Selection appears in Melitz (2003). See Yeaple (2005), Lileeva and Trefler (2010), Bustos (2011), Helpman et al. (2010, 2016) for the economies-of-scale hypothesis. The demand for skill intensive goods is higher abroad in models of quality-differentiation, e.g. Verhoogen (2008) and Faber (2014), and of offshoring, e.g., Feenstra and Hanson (1997), Antr`as, Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006), Feenstra (2010). For intermediate goods, see Goldberg et al. (2009, 2010, 2016), Kugler and Verhoogen (2012), Burstein, Cravino, Vogel (2013). Ours is not the only mechanism where trade has a positive effect on
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are amplified in the domestic input market. Because the production of higher quality is intensive in high-quality inputs, upgrading among importers and exporters increases the domestic supply and demand for high-quality inputs. The increased supply decreases the cost of producing higher quality and the increased demand increases profits from upgrading. Both of these changes give incentives for all firms to upgrade. To evaluate the role of these various effects in explaining overtime changes in the data, we simulate a counterfactual trade liberalization in the lines of Colombia in the early 1990s. Like in other unilateral trade liberalizations, imports grew faster than exports in the medium run, and we allow the trade deficit to increase on par with data. In the counterfactual, half of firms upgrade quality. Aggregate skill intensity increases from 12% to 16%, and sales decrease by 7% due to import competition.3 Quality upgrading is greater among ex ante higher-quality firms, increasing the dispersion in the distributions of skill intensity and sales. Profits decrease, in line with the opposition of industry associations to unilateral trade liberalizations in Colombia and elsewhere. Quantitatively, the model is not far from post-liberalization data though it underestimates the rise in demand for skills (section 6). The main mechanisms increasing quality and demand for skills in the counterfactual are the decrease in the price of high-quality foreign inputs and the ensuing increase in the quality of domestic inputs. These changes both decrease the relative cost of producing higher quality. The novel magnification effect of domestic inputs is key to generate widespread increases in skill intensity in the counterfactual—for example, skill intensity increases in 28% of firms that never import or export. It also matters for aggregate changes in skill intensity because it affects large firms, which demand most of their inputs domestically in the data and model. The model’s reconciliation of large and widespread increases in manufacturing skill intensity with decreases in sales is in line with data and illustrates well the importance the quality of domestically-oriented firms. For example, in models of perfect competition and constant returns to scale, the boundary of the firm is not defined and the behavior of exporters and non-exporters is indistinguishable. 3 Aggregate skill intensity is interpreted as the share of manufacturing workers with college degrees.
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of using micro-level data in a quantification exercise. In estimating the model, we allow firms to differ in their comparative advantage in producing higher quality, and the weak correlation between sales and wages in the data imply that scale is not a key determinant of quality in the estimated model. Special cases of the model allow us to isolate some mechanisms, and repeating the counterfactual trade liberalization with these special cases yields negligible changes on firm quality and skill intensity. If the valuation of inputs does not depend on the purchasing firm’s quality, then the only potential mechanisms are export expansion and returns to scale. In this case, quality upgrading for non-exporting firms reduces to an investment in productivity, which is only profitable if sales increase. Since 90% of firms do not export in the data, this special case cannot explain the widespread increases in skill intensity and decreases in sales in the data. Reallocation is isolated in a special case where quality is exogenous. In this case, demand for skills increases only through reallocation of production across firms, not within-firms. Since large, skill-intensive firms account for the majority of employment pre-liberalization, reallocating workers toward them cannot explain the observed increase in aggregate manufacturing skill intensity. We also provide reduced-form evidence of within-firm changes in a panel of pre-liberalization data. A decrease in firm-specific input tariffs is associated with an increase in skill intensity, input and output prices, priceadjusted sales (measured quality) and export participation and intensity. These results are consistent with the model where a decrease in input tariffs leads to all these within-firm changes through quality upgrading. Relative to the literature on endogenous quality or technology and trade, the model adds the magnification effect of inputs, and it extends previous models to a quantitative setting.4 Relative to quantitative work on trade liberalizations, we use data on a much 4



See references above. Inputs have a magnification effect in Markusen and Venables (1999) and Jones (2011), but their mechanism relies on the size of the market increasing. Carluccio and Fally (2013) formalize the magnification mechanism in a stylized model of foreign direct investment. The general idea also appears in empirical papers such as Javorkic (2004) and Kee and Tang (2016).
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richer set of firm characteristics to more directly identify the effects of trade on firms, and we are the first to compare counterfactuals to data, improving our understanding of the quantitative effects of existing theories. Helpman et al. (2016) and Dix-Carneiro (2014) use micro-data but observe very few firm characteristics, while others use aggregate country-sector data.5 The magnification effect of inputs adds complexity to the model, imposing limits on our analysis. We do not address imperfect labor markets in Helpman et al. (2016), or differences across sectors in Parro (2013), Burstein, Cravino, Vogel (2013), Dix-Carneiro (2014), and Lee (2016). Quality upgrading in the model is a skill biased-technical change. Input linkages highlighted here matter for improvements in management, investments in modern equipment, information technologies, and product design: All these investments are more valuable if other firms in the production chain incur them.6 Section 2 describes Colombian reforms and data. The model is in section 3, and the estimation procedure is in section 4. We present estimation results in section 5 and counterfactuals in section 6. Extensions and robustness are in section 7. Section 8 concludes.
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Data and Context



Following international trends, Colombia reduced trade barriers in a broad set of industries between 1985 and 1991 after decades of import-substitution policies. Non-tariff barriers, which affected 99.6% of industries in 1984, were removed, and the average manufacturing tariff fell from 32% to 12%. In 1991, reductions in trade barriers were particularly big, largely unexpected and isolated from other reforms. The newly-elected Gaviria adminis5



Helpman et al. and Dix-Carneiro use micro-data from the Brazilian unilateral liberalization. Helpman et al do not observe sales and use export status to estimate economies of scale. Since export status may be a good indicator of the ability to compete with foreign firms abroad and at home, it is not clear whether exporters stand out during the liberalization because of the domestic or foreign market. Parro (2013), Burstein, Cravino, Vogel (2013), Burstein, Vogel (2016), and Lee (2016) use aggregate data. 6 Acemoglu and Autor (2010) survey skill-biased technical change, and Voigtl¨ander (2014) provides evidence from the USA that skill-intensive firms source more inputs from other skill-intensive firms. The interconnection between firm outcomes is also highlighted in Bloom et al. (2016)
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tration had designed a four-year plan to reduce trade barriers, but it abruptly implemented the whole plan after a few months under the impression that uncertainty was holding back changes in firms. Faced with a surge in import competition, industry associations mounted a strong opposition that ultimately led congress to block other market-oriented reforms.7 Exports grew slowly initially and picked up only after a large devaluation of Colombian pesos in 1999—after the period covered by most studies documenting changes in Colombian manufacturing and labor markets.8 The Colombian Annual Manufacturing Survey covers all manufacturing plants with 10 or more workers. A plant is interpreted as a firm in the model.9 The estimation uses data from 1982 through 1988. For each plant and year, these data contain the value of domestic and export sales, and spending on domestic and imported materials. The survey is uniquely rich in recording quantities and values of all goods produced and all materials used by 8-digit product categories.10 The number of workers and wage bill are reported separately for managers, technicians and production workers. We take managers and technicians to be white-collar workers, but allow measurement error to distinguish them from skilled workers in the model. This classification is not as detailed as occupational data, but it is superior to the usual split into production and non-production workers where skilled technicians are usually classified as production. Using these white-collar shares, appendix A.1 replicates the results in Attanasio, Goldberg, Pavcnik (2004, AGP henceforth) who use a Colombian household survey and observe college graduation rates. For post-liberalization data, 1994 is the last year for which we have a consistent measure of skills—the classification of employees changed afterward. In 1991, data on imports 7



Edwards (2001) describes the political economy of reforms in Colombia. See Eslava et al. (2013) for the evolution of effective tariff rates in Colombia, and Lora (2012) for a comparison between the depth and timing of various reforms across countries. 8 See Attanasio, Goldberg, Pavcnik (2004), Eslava et al. (2013) and references there surveyed. 9 The survey includes a few plants with fewer than 10 employees and large revenue. Plants report whether they belong to a firm with multiple plants. Six percent of plants are from multi-plant firms, and data moments are similar when these plants are excluded. 10 There are about 4,000 product categories that are roughly comparable to 6-digit HS codes.
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and exports were removed, and identification numbers changed. We use total manufacturing imports and exports from Feenstra et al. (2005), and we cannot infer exit. The model features roundabout production and no sectoral classification. Its estimation uses moments from all manufacturing, disregarding sectors. Appendix A.2 justifies this approach by showing that the patterns we exploit, in the cross-section and over time, occur systematically within sectors.11 It also decomposes variances using the 1988 crosssection. Differences across sectors (at the 3-digit level) account for only 17% and 10% of the variance of wage per worker and skill intensity, respectively. These findings that most firm variation occurs within sectors is common in the literature.12



2.1



A first look at the data



Table 1: Joint distributions of sales and other variables in pre-liberalization data (in %) quartiles of domestic sales 1 2 3 4 (largest) 20 22 26 34 7.4 12 25 58 1.9 3.7 7.6 19 2.7 3.6 8.8 28 1.4 1.0 1.6 2.6 -1.2 -0.3 0.2 0.9



share of white-collar workers share of importing plants spending on imported materials/total share of exporting plants export sales/total sales price-adjusted sales (measured quality)



We split firms into quartiles of domestic sales. For each quartile, we then calculate the average across firms of the characteristics above. We calculate these moments separately for each year from 1982 to 1988 and report the average across years. The increasing patterns occur in all years.



The model highlights the interconnection, within and across firms, of the decisions to import, export, upgrade quality and demand skilled workers. The connection within firms is suggested by table 1, which shows that larger firms in the data are skill intensive, more 11



A previous version of this paper obtains similar results using data on individual sectors. Using data from Brazil that spans a trade liberalization, Helpman et al. (2016) estimate that within sector variation accounts for 80% of inequality in the cross-section and over 70% of changes in inequality. See also Davis and Haltiwanger (1991), Bernard et al. (2003). AGP show that tariff cuts in Colombia were generally larger in unskill-intensive sectors. These patterns hold in our data (appendix A.1). They suggest that shifts in production away from these sectors explain the increase in demand for skills. This and other explanations based on shifts across sectors may occur in conjunction to our mechanisms, but the predominant feature of our data are changes within sectors. 12
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engaged in international trade and have higher price-adjusted sales. These price-adjusted sales are a common measure of quality in the literature—e.g., Khandelwal (2010), Eslava et al. (2013), Hottman, Redding, Weinstein (2016)—that we formally define in section 5. In the estimated model, output quality links the firm’s imports of higher-quality inputs, to its demand for skilled workers, and to its sales in foreign markets where the demand for higher-quality is greater. Table 2: Input prices and firm quality in pre-liberalization data Dependent variable: log of input prices white-collar shares 0.16 (0.02) price-adjusted sales 0.028 (0.001) number of observations 496,242 337,862 Regressions include fixed effects for the product category of the input, 3-digit sector of the firm and year. Standard errors are in parenthesis. Similar regressions appear in Kugler and Verhoogen (2012).



The connection across firms arises in the estimated model because higher-quality firms use higher-quality inputs. Table 2 shows that firms that buy more expensive inputs are more skill intensive and have higher price-adjusted sales—two variables are correlated with quality in the estimated model. This assumption that higher-quality firms use higher-quality inputs appears in Kugler and Verhoogen (2012) and De Loecker, Goldberg, Khandelwal, Pavcnik (2016). The comparison between data from the mid-1980s to 1994 offers a guideline for the Table 3: Changes in the distributions of sales and skill intensity from mid-1980s to 1994



ln(normalized sales) white-collar shares (%)



change in percentiles = final - initial 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% -0.07 -0.08 -0.04 0.004 -0.07 3.2 4.2 6.0 9.2 14



change in mean -0.08 6.4



For the first line, we calculate percentiles of the unconditional distributions of sales before (pooled from 1982-1988) and after the trade liberalization (1994). The table reports the difference between these two distributions at various percentiles. The second line repeats this exercise for white-collar shares. A firm’s normalized sales are its total sales divided by domestic absorption.
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magnitude and the heterogeneous effects of trade, even though other effects were present. Table 3 reports the changes in the distributions of sales and skill intensity. Sales are divided by manufacturing absorption to eliminate the effects of economic growth. Between the mid-1980s and 1994, average firm sales decreased by 0.08 log points, likely because import competition reduced the market share of domestic firms.13 The increase in whitecollar shares by 6.4% points in our data is similar to the increase in manufacturing skill intensity by roughly 7% points in AGP. AGP also estimate that the skill premium increased by 11% in the period.14 Skill intensity and sales both increase in the upper tail of the distributions relative to the lower tail, suggesting that ex ante larger and skillintensive firms fared better during the liberalization. Since all these effects are present in the empirical literature on trade liberalizations in developing countries, the Colombian example seems well suited for a quantification exercise.
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Theory



There are two countries, Home and Foreign. Home (Colombia in the application) is a small country. Foreign variables, denoted with an asterisk, are exogenous. There are two types of labor, skilled s and unskilled u. A representative consumer sells labor in a competitive market and maximizes CES preferences. All goods have final and input usage. There is monopolistic competition among heterogeneous firms that choose output quality. Higher quality increases sales and changes the firm’s valuation of material and labor inputs. We allow Foreign to have a different relative supply and demand for quality. Foreign demand may come from consumers with non-homothetic preferences or from firms. 13



In our data and Tybout’s (2008) survey, if size is measured as sales divided by absorption, then size decreases. If size is measured by employment or deflated sales, then firm size increases because of economic growth. Normalized sales decrease in the aggregate and in 60% of sectors in our data (see appendix 7). Given these mixed outcomes on sales, section 7 checks for robustness of our counterfactuals with respect to changes in sales. Increases in skill intensity are very robust and common across sectors. 14 AGP uses the period from 1984-1998. On figure 1 of their paper, manufacturing (sector codes in the 30s) tariffs decreased by about 35 percentage points. On table 6, the coefficient from a regression of changes tariffs on changes in skill intensity is about 0.2. Multiplying these numbers, we get the 7% points above.
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In the period of our data, imports increased faster than exports. Average sales decreased and there was some exit. These changes are inconsistent with free entry and constant markups, where average sales must increase whenever the probability of surviving decreases. So, we allow for unbalanced trade and take the set of potentially active firms as exogenous. Exit may occur because there is a fixed cost of production. Free entry and balanced trade are long-run tendencies, introduced in section 7.1 for robustness. Production Each firm has monopoly rights over a single differentiated variety ω and chooses its quality q ∈ R+ . Production uses skilled and unskilled labor, and material inputs. A fixed cost of production f (q) is continuous and increasing in q. After incurring this cost, the output of firm ω producing quality q is



where



α ˜ z(q, ω)L(q)α X(q)1−α  σL /(σL −1) X , L(q) =  lς(σL −1)/σL ΦL (ς, q)1/σL 



(1) (2)



ς∈{u,s}



Z X(q) =



0 (σ−1)/σ



x(ω )



0



1/σ



Φ(q(ω ), q)



dω



0



σ/(σ−1) ,



(3)



α ∈ (0, 1), α ˜ = α−α (1 − α)−(1−α) , z(q, ω) is productivity, lς is the quantity of labor of skill ς ∈ {u, s}, x(ω 0 ) is the quantity of input variety ω 0 , and ΦL and Φ are functions governing input demand below. Firms of the same quality have the same skill intensity in the model, and the estimation uses the presence of small, skill-intensive firms in the data to identify the role of scale in quality choices. To generate an imperfect correlation between sales and skill intensity in the model, we let productivity z(q, ω) depend on quality.15 Production is a Cobb-Douglas function of labor L(q) and material inputs X(q). Function L(q) is a CES aggregate of skilled and unskilled labor, and ΦL (ς, q) captures the productivity of a worker with skill ς when producing output of quality q. Denote with 15



We parameterize z in section 4. Each firm ω makes two exogenous draws, one that determines productivity z at q = 0 and one that determines the slope of how z changes with quality. We also allow for a common component z¯(q) to match the increasing relation between skill intensity and price.
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ws and wu the wages of skilled and unskilled labor. Then, the firm’s demand for skilled relative to unskilled workers is ls = lu







ws wu



−σL



Skill intensity decreases in the skill premium



ΦL (s, q) . ΦL (u, q) ws wu



increasing in q. Section 4 below estimates the ratio



(4)



and increases in quality if ΦL (s,q) ΦL (u,q)



ΦL (s,q) ΦL (u,q)



is



as a function of q.



Function X(q) is the CES aggregate of material inputs, and Φ(q 0 , q) captures the productivity of an input of quality q 0 when output quality is q. Assume exp(q 0 − νq) Φ(q , q) = φ(q ) 1 + exp(q 0 − νq) 0



0







 (5)



where ν ≥ 0 is a parameter. Function φ(q 0 ) governs the overall demand for quality q 0 and is used only to match prices. The term in square brackets is the cumulative distribution function of a logistic random variable and has three key properties when ν > 0: (i) It is increasing in the first argument and (ii) decreasing in the second. Higher-quality inputs are more efficient, and higher-quality output is more difficult to produce. (iii) It is also log-supermodular. A firm’s relative demand for any two inputs 1 and 2 with q1 > q2 , x(1) = x(2)







p1 p2



−σ



Φ(q1 , q) , Φ(q2 , q)



(6)



is increasing in output quality q.16 Parameter ν > 0 governs the degree of log-supermodularity. When ν is large, it is inefficient to produce high-quality goods using low-quality inputs because Φ(q 0 , q) is small. When ν = 0, function Φ(q 0 , q) does not depend on output quality. This special case appears in section 3.1. Appendix B.1 uses examples to develop further intuition for function Φ. 2



0



Φ(q ,q) 1 ,q) Function Φ is log-supermodular if ∂ log > 0, or equivalently, Φ(q ∂q 0 ∂q Φ(q2 ,q) is increasing in q whenever q1 > q2 . See Costinot (2009). Section 7 uses other functional forms for robustness. 16
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Demand Consumer preferences are represented by X(0) defined in equation (3). International Trade To access Foreign varieties, firm ω incurs a fixed cost fM (ω).17 Firm ω also incurs a fixed cost fX (ω) to access the Foreign market with demand r∗ (q, p) = p1−σ Φ(q, Q∗ )Y ∗ .



(7)



Parameter Y ∗ > 0 captures the size of the market and Q∗ captures relative demand. Since Φ is log-supermodular when ν > 0, Foreign has a higher demand for quality than the Home consumer if Q∗ > 0. Fixed costs fX (ω) and fM (ω) are firm-specific because participation in trade varies across firms with similar characteristics in the data.



The firm’s problem We use standard CES techniques with the only caveat that the demand shifter Φ(q 0 , q) associated with a variety of quality q 0 depends on the purchasing agent—consumers or firms with different output quality q. A firm with output quality q aggregates inputs according to price indices Z p(ω)



P (q) =



1−σ



1/(1−σ) Φ(q(ω), q)dω



(8)



Ω ∗



Z p(ω)



P (q) =



1−σ



1/(1−σ) Φ(q(ω), q)dω



Ω∗



 1/(1−σ) P (q, 1M ) = P (q)1−σ + 1M P ∗ (q)1−σ



where 1M ∈ {0, 1} is the firm’s import status, and Ω and Ω∗ are the sets of domestic and foreign varieties, respectively. 17



We do not observe variation in import source, as Antr`as, Fort, Tintelnot (2017). Consumers do not pay a fixed cost to access the same goods as importing firms. This asymmetry can be eliminated by assuming all firms and consumers can access foreign goods by paying an additional per-unit distribution cost. Firms may pay a fixed cost to forgo these distribution costs.
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Combining with labor, input costs are



C(q, 1M ) = w(q)α P (q, 1M )1−α , " #1/(1−σL ) X where w(q) = wς(1−σL ) ΦL (ς, q) .



(9) (10)



ς=u,s



Firm ω’s spending on labor of skill ς ∈ {u, s} is α wς lς (ω) = µ where µ =



σ σ−1







wς w(q)



σL −1 ΦL (ς, q)rT (ω)



is the markup and rT (ω) is the firm’s total revenue below. Aggregating



over consumers and firms, spending on a variety with price p and quality q in Home is



r(q, p) = p1−σ χ(q) where



(11)



χ(q) = Φ(q, 0)P (0, 1)σ−1 Y +



1−α µ



Z



Φ(q, q(ω))P (q(ω), 1M (ω))σ−1 rT (ω)dω.



Ω



Function χ(q) summarizes domestic demand for quality q. When ν > 0, higher-quality firms value more high-quality inputs. Then, the demand shifter Φ(q(ω), q) associated with a variety of quality q(ω) depends on the output quality q of the purchasing firm. Price indices (8) differ across agents, and function χ cannot be aggregated because each type of spending—consumers’ Y and firms’



1−α rT —is µ



weighted by its own demand for quality q



captured by price P and shifters Φ. When ν = 0 in section 3.1 below, Φ(q, 0) is common for all agents, demand aggregates and quality reduces to a revenue shifter. Firm ω sets price p = µC(q, 1M )/z(q, ω) and chooses quality q, entry 1E , import status 1M and export status 1X to maximize profits:



π(ω) =



max



q,1E ,1M ,1X



 1E σ −1 [r(q, p) + 1X r∗ (q, p)] − [f (q, ω) + 1M fM (ω) + 1X fX (ω)] . (12)



Total revenue rT (ω) = [r(q, p) + 1X r∗ (q, p)]. Operating profit σ −1 rT (ω) is proportional 14



to productivity z and the cost of producing higher quality f (q) is fixed. So, more productive firms endogenously choose higher quality. Quality choices are also bounded by the availability of inputs. Even for a highly-productive firm, operating profits eventually decrease in quality as input costs C(q, 1M ) rise. Decisions of quality, import and export statuses are interdependent. Exporting increases the scale of production rendering imports more profitable, and importing decreases variable costs rendering exports more profitable. Importing and exporting yield higher profits from quality upgrading because of scale and because, according to the parameter estimates, Foreign has a higher relative demand and supply of high-quality goods. Appendix B.2 illustrates the effects of exogenous productivity, and importing and exporting on a typical firm’s quality choice.



Tariffs, trade and equilibrium Price p(ω) that agents at Home pay for Foreign varieties ω ∈ Ω∗ includes an ad valorem tariff t: p(ω) = (1 + t)p∗ (ω) where p∗ (ω) is the price after trade costs.18 Tariff revenues tRHF are redistributed to consumers through a lump t t sum transfer where RHF is Home imports from Foreign, RHF = RHF /(1 + t), and RHF is



after-tariff spending on Foreign goods,



t RHF



 =



P ∗ (0, 1) P (0, 1)



1−σ



1−α Y + µ



Z  Ω



P ∗ [q(ω)] P [q(ω), 1]



1−σ 1M (ω)rT (ω)dω.



Home’s exports to Foreign are Z RF H =



1X (ω)r∗ [q(ω), p(ω)]dω.



Ω



We cannot identify the type of labor or material inputs entering fixed costs. So, we assume that fixed costs f , fM and fX use a separate factor of production with perfectly elastic supply. Then, fixed costs do not change in the counterfactual, and we take



ls (ω) ls (ω)+lu (ω)



to



be firm ω’s skill intensity. For robustness, section 7.2 shows that results do not change at 18



We make the standard assumption that Foreign factors are used to transport Foreign goods.
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all when we allow fixed costs to change with wages.19 Consumer spending is Z Y = ws Ls (w) + wu Lu (w) + F + π(ω)dω + tRHF + D Ω Z 1E (ω) [f (q(ω)) + 1M (ω)fM (ω) + 1X (ω)fX (ω)] dω where F =



(13)



Ω



is overall spending on fixed costs, D is Home’s exogenous trade deficit, Ls (w) and Lu (w) are the supply of skilled and unskilled labor when wages are w = (ws , wu ). By Walras’ law, RHF = RF H + DH . Labor markets clear if Z Lς (w) =



lς (ω)dω



for ς = u, s.



(14)



Ω



To summarize, an economy is defined by Home’s labor supply Ls (w) and Lu (w), fixed production cost f (q), tariff t, deficit D, and the set of firms Ω each with its productivity z(q, ω) and its fixed cost of importing fM (ω) and exporting fX (ω). Foreign is described by demand shifters Q∗ and Y ∗ , and set of goods Ω∗ each with its price p∗ (ω) and quality q(ω). An equilibrium is a set of wages (wu , ws ) that clears the labor market. Firms’ quality choices are connected through input prices P and demand χ. Although we cannot guarantee uniqueness of equilibrium, several Monte Carlo simulations in appendix E suggest that the equilibrium is unique in the region of parameter estimates and counterfactuals.



3.1



Special case: ν = 0



When ν = 0, all domestic agents, firms and consumers, value quality equally. Quality is still more valued by agents; it may be skill intensive and disproportionately valued in Foreign, and it involves returns to scale through the fixed cost of production f (q).20 The 19



Assuming that fixed costs use labor or material inputs requires a stance on the aggregation of inputs with different skills or qualities. Inadvertently, it creates a link between spending on fixed costs and the relative demand for quality-differentiated inputs, skilled or unskilled labor. Our assumption is neutral and computationally simpler. The robustness check suggests that this choice is unimportant. 20 When we estimate the model with ν = 0, we fix ν ∗ = 1 in Foreign demand in equation (7). For the general case where the estimated ν > 0, it does not matter, because the model depends only on ν ∗ Q∗ .
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objective of studying this ν = 0 case is twofold. First is to show that the model simplifies to a standard CES model with quality-differentiation—e.g., Verhoogen (2008), Johnson (2012), Hallak and Sivadasan (2013). Second is to prove that the model cannot reconcile widespread decreases in sales with increases in skill intensity in the data, table 3 above. For clarity, change the quality scale to q = Φ(q, 0) and redefine any function of quality g(q) as g(q) := g(Φ(q, 0)). Price indices in equation (8) depend only on import status:



∗



Z



1−σ



P =



p(ω)



1/(1−σ) q(ω)dω



Ω∗



Z P (0) =



1−σ



p(ω)



1/(1−σ) q(ω)dω



Ω



 1/(1−σ) P (1) = P (0)1−σ + (P ∗ )1−σ



The price of firm ω when choosing quality q with import status 1M is



p(q, ω) = µ



w(q)α P (1M )1−α . z(q, ω)



(15)



where labor cost w(q) is defined in equation (10) as before. Domestic revenue of a firm with price p and quality q is



r(q, p) = qp1−σ χ where χ = P (1)σ−1 (Y + M1 ) + P (0)σ−1 M0 ,



M1 and M0 are spending on materials by importing and non-importing firms, respectively. Quality q reduces to a revenue shifter. If there were no fixed cost to import, function χ would simplify further to χ = P (1)σ−1 R where R is manufacturing absorption.



Trade and quality choices.



When ν = 0, trade may lead exporters to upgrade if



Foreign has a higher the relative demand for high-quality goods. For a non-exporting firm
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ω, its profit when choosing quality q and import status 1M is:



π(q, ω) =



r(q, p(q, ω)) − f (q) − 1M fM (ω) σ



The first order condition with respect to q is r(q, p(q, ω)) [1 + (1 − σ)pq ] − f 0 (q) ≥ 0 qσ



(16)



with equality whenever q > 0. The first term is the marginal benefit of upgrading quality and f 0 (q) is the marginal cost. The term pq =



dp(q,ω) q . dq p(q,ω)



In the price equation (15), labor cost w(q) is the only



endogenous variable that depends on quality q. Appendix B.3 shows that pq increases with the skill premium in the empirically-relevant case where higher-quality goods are skill intensive.21 Then, if the trade liberalization increases the skill premium, the marginal benefit of upgrading in equation (16) decreases unless revenue r(q, p(q, ω)) increases. The firm upgrades only if its sales increase. Firms may downgrade even when sales increase because the skill premium increases the relative cost of producing higher quality. To summarize, for non-exporting firms—89% of firms on table 1 above—quality upgrading when ν = 0 is equivalent to a skill-biased technical change that increases productivity. Like R&D in Lileeva and Trefler (2010) and Bustos (2011), firms upgrade only if their sales increase. So, this special case cannot reconcile increases in skill intensity and skill premium with widespread decreases in sales in the data (table 3). This result anticipates that parameter ν is critical for the general model to even qualitatively match the changes in Colombian manufacturing following the trade liberalization. 21



Appendix B.3 also proves non-exporters upgrade only if sales increase without differentiability.
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3.2



Trade, Quality and Skills



A unilateral decrease in Home tariffs potentially increases the overall quality of Home goods through several channels: 1. Selection.



Importers and exporters expand production relative to lower-quality



firms. Although the liberalization is unilateral, it may increase exports if Home quality increases or prices decrease—through a general equilibrium effect on Home wages or through a decrease in the price of material inputs. 2. The production of higher quality exhibits increasing returns to scale due to fixed cost f (q). Firms upgrade if their sales increase. 3. Demand for high-quality goods may be higher in Foreign. If exports increase, exporters upgrade quality. 4. Foreign inputs may have higher quality than Home inputs. Trade decreases importers’ relative cost of producing higher quality. 5. Magnification effect of domestic input market. Quality upgrading among importers and exporters increases the domestic demand and supply of high-quality goods. As a result, the relative cost of producing high quality decreases, and its sales increase relative to low-quality goods. This effect impacts all firms—importers, exporters and firms not engaged in international trade. Because parameter estimates below imply that higher-quality goods are skill intensive, demand for skilled workers increases with quality upgrading. Effects (1) through (4) appear in the literature. There is only selection (1) in models where firms’ exogenous productivity govern the demand for skill—e.g., Burstein and Vogel (2016), Blaum, Lelarge, Peters (2016). Economies of scale (2) appear in Bustos (2011), Lileeva and Trefler (2010), and Helpman, Itskhoki, Muendler, Redding (2016). Some combination of effects (3) and (4) appears in models of offshoring—e.g., Feenstra and Hanson (1997) and Antr`as, 19



Garicano, Rossi-Hansberg (2006), Kugler and Verhoogen (2012)—and models with nonhomothetic preferences—Verhoogen (2008) and Faber (2014). Effect (5) is novel but does not exist without at least a subset of direct effects (1) through (4). It is an empirical question whether these theoretical mechanisms can explain the increase in demand for skills following the trade liberalization. We estimate the model with pre-liberalization data and use a counterfactual trade liberalization to study the ability of these mechanisms in explaining overtime changes in the data. Although we cannot isolate mechanisms that interact in general equilibrium, two special cases serve as benchmarks in the counterfactuals. First, ν = 0 as in section 3.1. Effects (4) and (5) are shut down because they both arise if the production of higher quality uses intensively high-quality inputs. Second, quality is exogenous. Changes occur only through the reallocation of production from low- to high-quality firms, not within firms. Effects (1)-(5) are all present in this case because high-quality importers and exporters pass through their cost reductions and increase input spending in proportion to sales.



4



Estimation procedure



We apply the method of simulated moments to pre-liberalization data. There are 51 moments and 18 parameters. We describe the parametrization in section 4.1, the simulation in section 4.2, and moments and identification in section 4.3.



4.1



Parametrization



Table 4 summarizes the parameters. Assume all Foreign goods have the same price and quality. We set wages of unskilled workers wu = 1, price of foreign goods p∗ = 1 for all ω ∈ Ω∗ , and consumer income Y = 1. These three normalizations correspond to setting the numeraire, normalizing units with which prices are measured, and the size of the
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Table 4: List of parameters description firm productivity



model variable



parametrization



z(q, ω)



z(q) max{0, z1 (ω)[1 + z2 (ω)q]} z1 ∼ log-normal z2 ∼ normal with mean 0 z(q) = exp(z3 q) = f1 + f2 q ∼ log-normal ∼ log-normal



fixed cost of production f (q) fixed cost of importing fM (ω) fixed cost of exporting fX (ω) labor demand shifters ΦL (s, q)/ΦL (u, q) equation (18) skill premium complementarity of input and output q shifter in Foreign demand size of Foreign market Quality of Foreign firms Measurement error in skills truncated logistic ∗ Parameters not estimated: wu = Y = p = 1, σ = 5, α = 0.7, t = 0.32, λ3 , σL = 1.6.



parameter



µ1 , σ1 σ2 z3 f1 , f2 µM , σM µX , σX λ1 , λ2 ws /wu ν Q∗ Y∗ q∗ L



labor force.22 The elasticity of substitution across goods σ enters only as an exponent of z(q, ω) and is not separately identified from it. We take σ = 5 from Broda and Weinstein (2006). Similarly, the elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor is not separately identified from ΦL , and we take σL = 1.6 from Acemoglu and Autor (2010). Section 7.2 experiments with other values for σ and σL . Average tariff on Colombian manufactures in 1982-1988 is t = 32%. Labor share is α = 0.7. We parameterize fixed costs f (q), fM (ω) and fX (ω), productivity z(q, ω), and labor shifter ΦL . Production costs f (q) = f1 + f2 q. Fixed costs of trade are log-normally distributed with mean and variance parameters µM and σM for importing costs fM (ω), and µX and σX for exporting costs fX (ω). Productivity is



z(q, ω) = z(q) max{0, z1 (ω)[1 + z2 (ω)q]},



(17)



where z(q) = exp(z3 q) 22



We do not match number of employees, but sales relative to absorption. Doubling Y in the model doubles labor force L, sales and absorption, but it does not change the ratio of firm sales to absorption.
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where z3 is a parameter, and z1 (ω) and z2 (ω) are independently drawn across firms. Assume z1 (ω) has a log-normal distribution with mean parameter µ1 and variance parameter σ1 , and z2 (ω) has a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ2 . Loosely speaking, z1 (ω) governs heterogeneity in firm sales, z2 (ω) governs heterogeneity in the relation between sales and skill intensity, while function z(q) is a common drift capturing the systematic relation between skill intensity (quality) and prices. For computational convenience, we make two normalizations that imply that z and ΦL do not enter the firm’s problem (12).23 First, we set the aggregate labor cost in equation (9) to w(q) = 1. This is without loss of generality because, with a CobbDouglas production function, differences in labor costs across qualities in a cross-section can be factored out into z(q).24 Second, demand equation (11) sets the overall revenue gain from quality upgrading. This revenue has three components, z(q)σ−1 , φ(q) and the h i exp(q−νq 0 ) relative component 1+exp(q−νq from equation (5). Since we only have data on prices 0) and revenue, we cannot separately identify the common from the relative component, and hence we set [z(q)]σ−1 φ(q) = 1. In words, parameter z3 still governs the relationship between prices and quality, but it does not govern revenue because changes in productivity z are offset by changes in demand φ. We parameterize the ratio



ΦL (s,q) ΦL (u,q)



governing skill intensity in equation (4) as



ΦL (s, q) exp(λ1 + λ2 q) = λ3 ΦL (s, q) + ΦL (u, q) 1 + exp(λ1 + λ2 q)



(18)



where λ1 , λ2 are parameters to be estimated. Skill intensity ls /l in equation (4) has the shape of a logistic distribution function but is bounded above by λ3 (ws )−σL . We pick λ3 so that the skill intensity to produce foreign quality q ∗ is 23%, the average of manufacturing 23



Appendix C.1 details the computational convenience of this approach. w(q)α P (1M )1−α Prices are µ z(q) max{0,z . Then, for any general w(q) in a cross-section, we can always 1 (ω)[1+z2 (ω)q]} group the terms that are not firm-specific, set w(q) = 1 and redefine z(q) as the original z(q)w(q)−α . To i−1 h ΦL (s,q) ΦL (s,q) 1−σL 1−σL get w(q) = 1 for any ratio Φ , we set Φ (u, q) = w + w . L u ΦL (u,q) s L (u,q) 24
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in the United States from Autor, Katz and Krueger (1998).25 Appendix C.2 experiments with alternative specifications for



ΦL (s,q) , ΦL (u,q)



including λ3 = 1.



The data report the share of white- and blue-collar workers, not their skill. Firm sales, importing and exporting are much more correlated with wages than with whitecollar shares. Our interpretation is that firms observe skill better than we econometricians and that wages reflect the true ranking of skill intensity. The estimation then uses the ranking of wages to identify the ranking of quality, and white-collar shares to identify shares of skilled workers. To simultaneously use all this information, we assume that some unskilled workers are misclassified as white-collars. The share of misclassified workers is independently drawn for each firm from a logistic distribution truncated in [0, ls /l] with mean parameter zero and variance parameter L .26 Remaining parameters are: Wages of skilled workers ws , complementarity parameter ν, Foreign demand shifters Q∗ and Y ∗ , and quality of Foreign goods q ∗ .



4.2



Simulation



We simulate 100,000 firms. Each firm has a fixed vector of four independent standard normal random variables. For each parameter guess, we transform these vectors into productivity parameters z1 (ω) and z2 (ω), fixed costs fX (ω) and fM (ω). Firms may exit or enter the market. If they enter, they choose quality from a grid with 200 choices q ∈ [0, 10]. Together with the four choices on participation of international trade—to import only, to export only, to import and export, or to do neither—firms have 801 discrete choices over which we iterate.27 25



We take the share of college graduates, and average between 1980 and 1990 Census from table 1. We assume that skilled workers are not misclassified as blue-collars for two reasons. In the data, the wages of white-collars vary a lot more than that of blue-collars across firms, suggesting that the presence of college graduates among blue-collars is not common. Second, if classification errors also applied to skilled workers, their predicted share would be close to the share of white-collar workers, 30%, and much higher than the share of college graduates in Colombia. Appendix C.2.2 details the calculation and identification of these measurement errors. 27 Results do not change when we increase the number of choices in the grid to 400 or if we change the vector of random variables. 26
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Given these choices, the vector of prices P (q) is a fixed point calculated iteratively for each quality level in the grid. Price indices are fixed points because they enter firms’ prices through material inputs. As in a standard CES model, the new guess of prices in each iteration is a closed-form function of the old guess (equations (8) and (9)) and convergence is fast. Given prices, demand function χ(q) is similarly calculated as a fixed point of equation (11). Demand is a fixed point because firms’ demand for materials depends on the demand they face. Given P and χ, we calculate the profit of each firm for each of its 801 discrete choices and update its optimal choice. The equilibrium is attained when no firm changes its choice.28 Implicitly, this procedure takes labor supply L(w) to equal the demand for labor, and trade deficit D to equal the imports minus exports. The equilibrium is independent of parameters z3 , ws , λ1 , λ2 , L , used to calculate moments related to labor and prices.



4.3



Moments and Identification



We use data pooled from 1982-1988. The list of moments is on table 5. Parameter estimates minimize the squared distance between moments from the data and the model. To capture qualitative aspects of the data, we weight moments with the identity matrix. Results using the inverse of the variance of moments as weights are in section 7.2.29 Quality in the model is a latent variable that links a firm’s sales to its skill intensity, average wage, prices of inputs and outputs, and import and export behavior. Identification is possible because the model assumes that quality and sales are positively correlated. The joint distribution of ranking of sales and wages helps identify the strength of this correlation. Once the distribution of qualities in each quartile of sales is set, then the joint distribution of sales and other firm variables allows for the identification of parameters 28



To speed up the computation of P and χ, we define representative firms for each of the 800 discrete choices of producing firms, following Melitz (2003). See appendix C.1.1. 29 The choice of weights affects efficiency, not bias. We multiply moments on the unconditional distribution of normalized sales by 0.01 so that their magnitude (table 7) is the same as other moments that are measured in shares, not logs. The main difference in the appendix is that moments related to prices are not matched because their weights are much smaller than the weight on other moments.
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Table 5: List of moments • 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90% of the unconditional distribution of... ... log(normalized domestic sales)∗ ... share of white-collar workers in employment • share of firms in the nth quartile of domestic sales and the mth quartile of average wages for n, m = 1, ..., 4 • By quartile of domestic sales, ... ... average share of white-collar workers ... share of plants importing ... share of plants exporting ... average spending on imported inputs/total spending on materials ... average export sales/total sales • coefficient of regression of output prices on white-collar shares† • coefficient of regression of input prices on white-collar shares† • average wage of white collars/average wage of blue collars • aggregate share of white-collar workers • yearly exit rate total



# of moments



parameter∗∗



5 5



µ1 , σ1 λ1 , λ2



16



σ2 , f2



4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 51



L µM , σM µX , σX µ1 , q ∗ Y ∗ , Q∗ z3 ν ws /wu L f1



† Price regressions in the data include fixed effects for year, product, and sector of the purchasing firm. ∗ Normalized sales are sales divided by total manufacturing absorption. We calculate absorption in the data as total sales in our manufacturing survey plus Colombian manufacturing imports minus exports from Feenstra et al (2005). To get sales in the model, we weight each firm in the model in proportion to the number of plants in the data. ∗∗ Parameters are all jointly determined. The column links moments to parameters that they best help identify.
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relating quality to skills, import and export behavior. The critical parameter ν linking input and output qualities is identified from price regressions. We elaborate this identification argument in steps. For guidance, the last column of table 5 lists parameters whose identification is associated to moments on the first column. 1. Unconditional distribution of sales identifies the mean and spread of firm productivity µ1 , σ1 . Parameter µ1 governs mean sales and σ1 its spread. Normalized sales depends negatively on import intensities, and so parameter µ1 simultaneously governs sales and average import intensity. 2. The fixed cost to enter f1 governs the exit rate.30 3. The model always generates a positive correlation between sales and quality because demand is increasing in quality. Since all firms of the same quality have the same average wage, the positive correlation between sales and wages in the data imply that skill intensity increases in quality and that the ranking of wages is identical to the ranking of quality in the model.31 The tightness of the relation between sales and wages identifies parameters σ2 , f2 governing quality choices. If the fixed cost to produce higher quality f2 were large, then small firms would never have a high wage rank. If firms did not differ in their comparative advantage in producing quality, σ2 ≈ 0, large firms would generally produce higher quality due to returns to scale. Parameters σ2 and f2 also ensure that quality choices lie in the grid [0, 10]. The results depend more on the ranking than the value of quality, and so this grid choice normalizes the quality scale.32 4. The joint distribution between sales and quality from step 3 contains information 30



We do not observe the share of firms that exit upon entry, and we take this share to match the historical yearly exit rate. 31 We target only ranking of wages because a model with perfect labor markets and only two skill levels cannot generate the variation of wages in data. 32 Monte Carlo simulations in appendix E show that the spread of quality levels is well identified (through imports and exports below) but not small shifts in its location. Nothing at all changes if we use a larger quality grid, [0, 15] or [0, 20].
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on the distribution of quality in each quartile of sales. We can then identify the remaining parameters because, in the model, all firms of the same quality value labor and material inputs equally. • Skills.



The tighter relation between sales and wages relative to sales and



white-collar shares informs measurement error L . Given this error, the skill premium ws /wu governs measured skill premium wwhite-collars /wblue-collars , and parameters λ1 and λ2 in equation (18) govern the level and spread of the distribution of skill intensity.33 • Input and output quality.



We match the coefficients from regressing



output price on skill intensity, and separately, input prices on skill intensity (table 9 below). The coefficient on the regression of output prices and skill intensity identifies the rate at which average firm productivity decreases in quality, parameter z3 in equation (17). This moment is critical because, given the relation between output price and skill intensity, the coefficient on the input-price regression informs the model of the extent to which skill-intensive firms buy more inputs from other skill intensive firms—governed in the model by parameter ν. If firms with output quality q only used inputs of quality q, then the coefficients in the input- and output-price regressions would be equal. But the coefficient is smaller in the input-price regression, suggesting that firms spread their purchases over various quality levels. If ν = 0, the coefficient on the input-price regression would be zero. • International trade. The share of firms importing and exporting by quartile of sales identifies the distributions of the fixed costs of international trade and their variance—parameters µM , σM , µX , σX . Conditional on participation, firms of the same quality have the same import and export intensity. Parame33 See also appendix C.2. It discusses other parametrizations of skill intensity, and it shows the worsening fit of the model, in and out of sample, when there is no measurement error.
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Figure 1: Distribution of quality (density)



ter Y ∗ governs average export intensity, and Q∗ governs how export intensity increases with sales. Similarly, the quality of foreign inputs q ∗ governs how import intensity increases with sales. Trade also helps identify quality choices, parameters f2 and σ2 above, because import and export intensities would not vary across firms if the spread of quality levels were too small. Appendix E presents Monte Carlo simulations to check for identification. We generate data with parameter estimates and re-run the optimization algorithm starting with random initial guesses. In all simulations the algorithm converged to values very close to the original estimates.



5 5.1



Estimation Results Within-sample results



Results within sample are in section 5.1 and results out of sample are in section 5.2. All these results use pre-liberalization data. Estimated parameters are on table 6. The distribution of quality in figure 1 has multiple peaks due to discrete choices of trading. Foreign has a higher relative demand and supply of high-quality goods—Q∗ = 4.2 > 0 and q ∗ = 12 is higher than even the highest Home quality, q = 9.4. Production of higher-
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Table 6: Parameter estimates parameter



estimate



std. error



µ1 σ1 σ2 z3 f1 f2 µM σM µX



-0.055 0.556 3.3E-03 -0.59 9.0E-04 4.7E-05 -3.96 2.60 -0.32



0.007 0.002 3.9E-04 0.08 3.8E-05 4.7E-06 0.05 0.03 0.07



parameter



σX λ1 λ2 ws /wu q∗ Y∗ Q∗ πL ν



estimate



std. error



3.63 -8.22 1.77 2.84 11.8 0.05 4.16 0.15 1.07



0.06 1.26 0.34 0.03 0.6 0.0017 0.29 0.002 0.01



quality goods is intensive in high-quality material inputs ν = 1.1 > 0 and in skilled labor λ2 = 1.8 > 0. Average fixed cost paid for importing is about $29,000, and for exporting, it is $108,000 in 2009 US dollars—in line with the literature.34 Exit upon entry is 10% in the data and 11% in the model. The model fits the data well. On table 7 are the unconditional distributions of sales and skill intensity. Data figures of table 8 are repeated from table 1 above. In the data and model, firms in the upper quartiles of sales are skill intensive, more likely to import and export, and they export a higher share of their output and import a higher share of their inputs. Sales and wages are positively correlated in figure 2.35 The targeted moments, share of firms in each bin, are in appendix C.7. A small estimate of f2 , the slope of fixed cost f (q), explains the existence of small firms with high wages in the model, and it implies that economies of scale is not an important determinant of quality. Price regressions on table 9 suggest that high-quality firms disproportionately source inputs from other high-quality firms. The input price regressions are repeated from table 2 above. In the data and model, a 10% point increase in skill intensity is associated with an increase of 4% in output price and 2% in input price. Compared to other firms 34



See Das, Roberts, Tybout (2007). We calculate these costs through the ratio of average sales to fixed costs assuming that average sales is the same as in the data—average sales in the model are proportional to Y = 1. Costs are large because they reflect expected profits from international trade. 35 For visualization, the data figure has only the 7,130 firms in 1988, and the model figure plots also 7,130 firms, randomly selected from the 100,000 firms simulated.
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Table 7: Unconditional distribution of sales and measured skill intensity 10th 25th 50th 75th normalized domestic sales, in logs data -12.6 -11.9 -11.0 -9.8 model -13.5 -12.6 -11.3 -9.9 white-collar shares, in % data 5.9 13 22 34 model 6.2 12 21 34 price-adjusted sales q˜ (out of sample) data -2.9 -1.5 0.0 1.4 model -1.4 -0.9 0.0 0.8



90th -8.4 -8.6 50 49 3.0 2.7



Table 8: Joint distributions of sales with other characteristics (in %) quartiles of domestic sales 1 2 3 4 (largest) share of white-collar workers data 20 22 26 34 model 22 24 26 29 share of importing plants data 7.4 12 25 58 model 4.1 12 27 58 spending on imported materials/total data 1.9 3.7 7.6 19 model 1.0 3.4 8.2 19 share of exporting plants data 2.7 3.6 8.8 28 model 2.1 5.0 10 25 export sales/total sales data 1.4 1.0 1.6 2.6 model 0.3 0.8 1.6 4.1 price-adjusted sales q˜ (logs, out of sample) data -1.2 -0.3 0.2 0.9 model -1.4 -0.3 0.3 1.5 in the model, firms in the upper quartile of quality source 10% more of their domestic inputs from other high-quality firms (not on table). Importers and exporters account for more than 70% of purchases of domestic inputs and sales in the data and model.36 Large 36



We do not directly observe firm-to-firm sourcing in our data. Importers’ and exporters’ total spending on materials is 71% of all firms’ spending on materials. Importers and exporters’ domestic sales are 76% of manufacturing absorption of inputs and final goods.
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Figure 2: Joint distribution of sales and wages



Table 9: Input and output prices A. Dependent variable: log of output prices data white-collar shares (targeted) q˜ (out of sample)



0.20 (0.002) number of observations 127,255 B. Dependent variable: log of input prices data white-collar shares (targeted) q˜ (out of sample) number of observations



0.028 (0.001) 337,862



model 0.36 0.36 (0.01) (0.04) 0.11 (0.001) 141,572 89,119 89,119 model† 0.16 0.16 (0.02) (0.002) 0.052 (0.001) 496,242 89,119 89,119



Standard errors are in parenthesis. Data regressions have fixed effects for year, product and sector of the purchasing firm. †Input prices in the model include only domestic inputs because we cannot distinguish between Foreign prices p∗ and variety |Ω∗ |.



firms not only influence but are also influenced by the domestic input market where they purchase most of their inputs—80% of all material spending by firms in the upper quartile of sales is domestic (table 8). In all, large market shares and differences in input usage together enable a significant magnification effect from the domestic input market.
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Table 10: Aggregate skill intensity and premium measured skill (targeted)



data 29 1.59



skill intensity Lwhite /L (in %) skill premium wwhite /wblue



unobserved skill (out of sample) Colombian avg.† skill intensity Ls /L (in %) 8.5 skill premium ws /wu 1.8 - 2.6 †



5.2



model 32 1.59 model 11.6 2.8



The Colombian average is from Attanasio, Goldberg, Pavcnik (2004).



Out-of-sample



We present out-of-sample moments on measures of quality and skill intensity used to interpret counterfactuals of section 6. We also use pre-liberalization data to reject two special cases of the model used as benchmarks.



Skill measure. The data do not report the education of workers, but predictions on aggregate skill intensity and premium are well aligned with the Colombian household survey used by AGP on table 10. Between 1982 and 1988, about 8.5% of heads of households had a college degree and the skill premium was ws /wu = 2.6 for university to elementary school and 1.8 for university to secondary school. Our estimated skill intensity is 11.6% and skill premium is 2.8.



Quality measure. The value of quality q in the model does not have an economic interpretation. Define price-adjusted sales as



q˜(ω) = log r(ω) − (1 − σ) log p(ω) − [log r − (1 − σ) log p]



(19)



= log χ(q(ω)) − log χ



where r(ω) is the domestic revenue of firm ω, and the second term in both lines (with a bar) is the average of the first term across firms. Since χ is strictly increasing, q˜ is a monotonic transformation of q that is observable and has a straightforward interpretation: A firm 32



has a higher q˜ if it sells more after adjusting for prices. Following Khandelwal (2010), we define q˜ in the data as firm×time effects estimated over the residual log(revenue) − (1 − σ) log(p), where this residual is calculated separately for each product-plant-year combination and deviated from product fixed effects.37 Appendix A.3 shows that q˜ is correlated with wages, skill intensity, probability of importing and exporting, import and export shares—as predicted by the model. The estimation uses skill intensity and wages to identify quality. Tables 7-9 check the out-of-sample predictions of the model when we substitute these moments on skills with q˜ and compare them to data. The reasonable fit of the model is reassuring, but we do not use price-adjusted sales q˜ directly in the estimation for two main reasons. First, measurement error in prices biases regressions on table 9. Most important on panel A, simultaneity biases upward the coefficient from regressing output prices on q˜ because the dependent variable, output prices, is used to calculate the independent variable q˜. On panel B, attenuation biases the coefficient on q˜ downward, because q˜ is measured with error. Second, price-adjusted sales q˜ are not comparable over time because sales and input costs change with the trade liberalization even if quality does not change (function χ is endogenous). So, directly targeting skills makes sense as increases in skill intensity and skill premium from the mid-1980s to 1994 are key evidence of quality upgrading in the data. For robustness, section 7.2 re-estimates the model substituting all moments on skills with the corresponding moments on q˜.



Special case I: ν = 0.



The hypothesis ν = 0 is clearly rejected by estimated ν = 1.1



with standard error 0.01. Qualitatively when ν = 0, input prices do not vary with skill intensity or price-adjusted sales—contradicting table 9B. Also, importing does not depend on skill-intensity after controlling for sales. In contrast, table 11 shows that skill-intensive 37



The only difference from Khandelwal (2010) is that he uses variation across different exporting countries, while we use variation across firms within products. In the data, we use total revenue because we do not observe domestic revenue separately by product category where prices are comparable. In the model, the correlation between q˜ calculated with domestic or with total revenue is 0.999.
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firms are more likely to import and they import a higher share of their inputs. The general model, where skill-intensive firms value more high-quality foreign inputs, predicts these patterns though it overestimates the coefficient in panel B. Table 11: Import behavior and skill intensity A. Dependent variable: Import dummy data model white-collar shares 0.25 0.29 (0.01) (0.01) number of observations 46,770 89,119 B. Dependent variable: Import intensity (importers only) data model white-collar shares 0.18 0.51 (0.01) (0.01) number of observations 12,041 22,491 The table shows the coefficient on white-collar shares from OLS regressions. Panel A regresses import dummies on white-collar shares and log of sales. Panel B regresses import intensity (spending on foreign materials/total spending on materials) on white-collar shares and log of sales for importing firms only. Standard errors are in parenthesis. Patterns in the data are robust to including sector fixed effects.



Special case II: Exogenous quality.



Because the estimation uses moments from



repeated cross-sections, it does not validate the assumption that quality is endogenous. Firms in the model are heterogeneous in two dimensions—productivity z that determines sales and quality q that determines demand for labor and material inputs. The model assumes that q is endogenous and the estimation provides a set of functions z(q, ω) that rationalizes q(ω). But in a cross-section, the model is observationally equivalent to a model where productivity z(ω) and quality q(ω) are both exogenous and jointly distributed. For evidence that firms change their demand for inputs in response to the environment, we use panel data from 1982-1988. For each plant, we calculate the average tariffs over the product categories of its inputs—domestic and imports.38 Table 12 regresses several plant characteristics on these plant-specific input tariffs and on plant and year fixed 38



We calculate weights over the period of estimation and keep them fixed, to avoid movements in input tariffs due to endogenous changes in spending across inputs.
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import share (7) -0.0371 (0.0211) 37,218 0.873 yes yes -0.104 -0.082



-0.049 -0.070



import share (7) -0.0159 (0.00761) 44,450 0.858 yes yes .08 .189 0.383 0.153



import dummy (6) -0.0321 (0.0189) 44,452 0.837 yes yes .257 .437 0.383 0.153 tariffsω . import dummy (6) -0.116 (0.0529) 37,220 0.850 yes yes -0.004 -0.0004



export dummy (8) -0.142 (0.0446) 37,220 0.793 yes yes



export dummy (8) -0.0393 (0.0158) 44,452 0.776 yes yes .108 .311 0.383 0.153



-0.0013 -0.00007



export share (9) -0.0489 (0.0116) 37,196 0.846 yes yes



export share (9) -0.00602 (0.00446) 44,420 0.815 yes yes .019 .099 0.383 0.153



*We cannot distinguish between foreign prices p∗ and varieties. We proxy for changes in input prices in model as (1-import share)*∆ domestic input prices + (import share*∆ input tariff). Standard errors in parenthesis.



white-collar average price price shares wage of inputs of output q˜ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) input tariffsω -0.00558 -0.0825 0.0551 -0.117 -0.112 (0.00905) (0.0205) (0.0191) (0.0218) (0.170) observations 44,296 44,289 44,411 43,053 26,774 R-squared 0.789 0.861 0.762 0.827 0.742 plant fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes year fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes Dep Mean .255 6.478 1.131 1.136 0 Dep sd .187 .521 .448 .485 2.467 Indep Mean 0.383 0.383 0.383 0.383 0.383 Indep sd 0.153 0.153 0.153 0.153 0.153 IV: One-period lagged input tariffsω are the instruments for input white-collar average price price shares wage of inputs of output q˜ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) input tariffsω -0.0737 -0.0801 -0.0916 -0.386 -0.899 (0.0261) (0.0572) (0.0538) (0.0609) (0.486) observations 37,089 37,082 37,191 36,070 22,541 R-squared 0.798 0.868 0.787 0.842 0.760 plant fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes year fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes Partial equilibrium effects of input tariffs in model general model -0.022 -0.036 -0.081 -0.297 -1.21 exogenous quality 0 0 0.033 0.010 0



OLS



Table 12: Within-firm changes and input tariffs, panel data 1982-1988



effects. Panel A has OLS results, and panel B instruments input tariffs with their lagged values to partly address the concern that firms may lobby for lower input tariffs.39 Prior to the liberalization, tariff changes were small and often temporary. Average tariffs on manufacturing inputs were 27% in 1982, 43% in 1984, and 27% in 1988. In our preferred IV panel, an increase in tariffs is associated with a decrease in whitecollar shares, wages (not significant), input and output prices, and export participation. The signs of coefficients are all consistent with the estimated model where input tariffs decrease firm quality, demand for skilled labor, the quality of material inputs, and export sales. The negative coefficient on input and output prices is particularly surprising because input tariffs directly increase input prices. Since tariff changes between 1982 and 1988 were relatively small and our input tariffs are firm-specific, we interpret the coefficients as the partial-equilibrium effects of input tariffs on firms. The last two rows of the table report the average response of firms when we individually decrease their input tariffs so that import probability and intensity increase on average 7.7%, the average of coefficients on columns (6) and (7) in the IV specification.40 In the general model, white-collar shares increase by 2.2% points, input prices by 8.1% points, output prices by 30% and price-adjusted sales q˜ by 121%. The corresponding numbers in the data 7.4%, 9.2%, 39% and 90% (columns 1, 3, 4, 5) have similar magnitudes. In contrast, when quality is exogenous, labor-related variables do not move with tariffs, and input and output prices always increase with tariffs. Table 12 complements mounting evidence from the literature that imported inputs and the development of a domestic input market increase technology, product quality and variety.41 Although alternative explanations may be put forth, the table is consistent 39



Another common instrument, the initial level of tariffs, can only be used in periods of large trade liberalizations, where the level and standard deviation of tariffs are reduced. Endogeneity is not an issue for the level of tariffs, only for changes if firms lobbying efforts vary with time. 40 The model’s decrease in tariff is 10%. When quality is endogenous, import intensity rises faster with tariffs in the model than in pre-liberalization data, possibly because tariff changes were temporary. 41 See Goldberg, Khandelwal, Pavcnik, Topalova (2009, 2010), Bøler, Moxnes and Ultveit-Moe (2016), Halpern, Koren and Szeidl (2015). Eslava et al. (2015), Kee (2015), and Kee and Tang (2016) provide support for indirect effects of trade through domestic inputs.
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with the effects of imported inputs on within-firm outcomes in the general model and inconsistent with the exogenous-quality hypothesis.



6



Counterfactual Trade Liberalization



We study the effect of observed changes in international trade on quality and demand for skills in the model, under different specifications. Robustness checks in section 7.2 confirm general magnitudes and qualitative patterns. In the data, effects of trade are confounded with other shocks, secular trends, and normal firm and business-cycle dynamics. But because international trade was a major reform between mid 1980s and 1994, the data offer a guideline for the magnitude of changes and its heterogeneous effect on firms. We exogenously decrease tariffs from 32% to 12%, the Colombian manufacturing averages in 1982-1988 and in 1994, respectively. Although tariff cuts endogenously increase imports and exports in the model, we cannot predict changes in trade volumes without additional information on non-tariff barriers, exchange rates, domestic and foreign growth rates, etc. So, we allow Foreign pre-tariff price p∗ and market-size Y ∗ to change to exactly match changes in imports and exports in the data. Combining aggregate trade data from Feenstra et al. (2005) with sales from the Manufacturing Survey, we estimate that between the mid 1980s and 1994, manufacturing imports expanded from 16.2% to 28.1% of manufacturing absorption, and exports expanded from 4.5% to 7.5%. We match this expansion of 11.8% points in imports and 3.0% points in exports. Cross-sectional data contain no information on the elasticity of labor supply, only on the supply of labor given wages. Between the mid 1980s and 1994 in Colombia, the skill premium and skill intensity increased in manufacturing, suggesting that labor is imperfectly elastic.42 But to clearly understand the workings of the model, we consider two extreme cases: Labor is perfectly elastic and wages (wu , ws ) do not change in section 42



To estimate the elasticity of labor in and out of manufacturing, one would need to observe the skill premium in manufacturing relative to non-manufacturing sectors.
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(a) Elastic labor



(b) Inelastic labor



Figure 3: Distribution of quality choices, initial and counterfactual 6.1, and labor is perfectly inelastic and labor supply (Lu , Ls ) does not change in section 6.2. We compare the results to two special cases. The estimation with ν = 0 is in appendix C.5. The exogenous-quality case does not require re-estimating the model. We simply repeat counterfactuals without allowing firms to change their quality.



6.1



Counterfactual results: Elastic labor



The counterfactual predicts large and widespread increases in quality and demand for skills that are broadly in line with data. The distribution of quality is in figure 3(a): 48% of firms upgrade, and upgrades are larger among ex ante higher-quality firms. This heterogeneous outcome is consistent with the increase in the spread of skill intensity in the data on table 3 above. Table 13 shows that price-adjusted sales q˜ also became more spread in the data, and it compares the data to the model. The counterfactual correctly predicts the increase in spread of both skill intensity and q˜ though it overestimates the change in q˜ and underestimates the change in skill intensity. Aggregate share of white-collar workers increases from 32% to 37% in the model, and from 29% to 35% in the data. Without measurement error, the share of skilled workers goes from 11.6% to 16.1% in the model. By comparison, AGP estimate that the effect of tariff changes on the share of college-graduates in manufacturing was about 7% points. In
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Table 13: Changes in the distributions of sales and skill intensity, model and data percentiles 50%



10% 25% ln(normalized sales), final - initial data -0.07 -0.08 elastic labor -0.04 -0.09 inelastic labor -0.07 -0.10 white-collar shares, final - initial† (in data 3.2 4.2 elastic labor 0.3 1.0 inelastic labor -1.4 -1.6 distribution of q˜, final - initial∗ data -0.4 -0.2 elastic labor -0.9 -0.8 inelastic labor -0.4 -0.5



75%



90%



mean



-0.04 -0.11 -0.12 %) 6.0 2.7 -0.9



0.004 -0.11 -0.11



-0.07 -0.10 -0.10



-0.08 -0.07 -0.08



9.2 3.0 -0.6



14 3.2 -0.4



6.4 4.4 0



0.0 -0.3 -0.6



0.2 0.4 -0.8



0.4 3.1 1.4



-



Final period refers to counterfactual in the model and 1994 in the data. We calculate the percentiles of the distributions before and after the counterfactual, and subtract the initial percentages from the counterfactual ones. † Changes in total skill intensity are larger than percentile changes because labor shifts from less to more skill-intensive firms. See appendix C.6. ∗ Price-adjusted sales q˜(ω) are demeaned pre- and post-liberalization.



sum, the predicted increase in skill intensity of around 4.4% points—measured in whitecollar shares or college-graduates—is not far from data. But the model, with perfectly elastic labor and no change in skill premium, underestimates the overall rise in demand for skills considering that the skill premium increased by 11% in the data. The decrease in normalized sales, of around 8%, is similar in the data and model because it is mechanically linked to changes in imports and exports. In the model, 3% of active firms exit. Like in the data, counterfactual price-adjusted sales q˜ do not convey overall quality changes because demand function χ is endogenous. To quantify quality changes, define



∆˜ q (ω) = log χ0 (q1 (ω)) − log χ0 (q0 (ω))



(20)



where subscript 0 refers to the estimated model and 1 refers to counterfactual. In words, ∆˜ q (ω) is the hypothetical change in price-adjusted sales q˜ if firm ω offered counterfactual quality q1 (ω) in period 0. Average ∆˜ q is 0.79, compared to a standard deviation of q˜0 in 39



the estimated model of 2.0. Most ∆˜ q occur through prices, not sales.43 Table 14 reports outcomes by participation in international trade. Changes are largest for new importers and exporters, whose skill intensity increases from 6% to 19% and ∆˜ q (ω) averages 4.8.44 As these firms and continuing importers and exporters upgrade, they increase the supply of high-quality inputs domestically. The cost of material inputs P (q, 1M ) for producing high-quality q = 6 relative to low-quality q = 3 decreases by 11% for importers and 14% for non-importers (not on table). The drop is larger for nonimporters because high-quality inputs are previously not available in Home. Changes in domestic demand are smaller, largely offset by increases in the tightness of the market for high-quality goods. In all, Home’s input market leads 28% of domestically-oriented firms to upgrade. They are key to generate the broad shifts in skill intensity in the data on table 13 above. Large firms are also affected. Informally, we recalculate quality choices if domestic prices had not changed and estimate that skill intensity would have increased by 2.7% points, in line with partial equilibrium effects on table 12 above.45



Special cases.



Table 15 compares the data to the general model and special cases.



Changes in sales are similar in all cases, but results on skill intensity are stark: Aggregate share of white-collar workers increases by 6.4% in the data, 4.4% points in the general model, and 0.4% points when ν = 0 or quality is exogenous. . As anticipated in section 3.1, when ν = 0 the distribution of skill intensity shifts to the left, not right, because sales decrease. Aggregate skill intensity increases only because skill-intensive firms grow relative to other firms. Only 6% of firms upgrade quality, compared to 48% in the general model. The channels for quality upgrading when ν = 0—sales and exports growth—are simply not prominent in the data. 43



In the definition of q˜ price changes are multiplied by σ − 1 = 4. If a single firm were to offer in the estimated model, its counterfactual price-quality combination, its sales would increase by 11%. This number includes quality upgrading and decreases in input costs through imports. 44 These findings are in line with Bustos (2011), Lileeva, Trefler (2010). 45 The last line of table 12 associates a 10% points increase in import intensity with 2.2% point increase in white-collar share, and import share increases by 12% points in the liberalization.
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Table 14: Counterfactual results by participation in international trade (in %) A. ELASTIC LABOR



domestic continuing oriented importers share of firms 66 20 share of firms upgrading quality 28 80 ∆˜ q , in logs -0.1 2.6 initial skill intensity 2.6 9.1 final skill intensity 3.0 14 ∆ skill intensity (final - initial) 0.4 5.0 ∆ skill premium (final - initial)/initial, all firms B. INELASTIC LABOR domestic continuing oriented importers share of firms 67 19 share of firms upgrading quality 0 15 ∆˜ q , in logs -1.0 -0.4 initial skill intensity 2.7 9.0 final skill intensity 1.2 5.5 ∆ skill intensity (final - initial) -1.4 -3.6 ∆ skill premium (final - initial)/initial, all firms



continuing exporters∗ 10 100 2.3 17 21 4.3



new importers and exporters∗∗ 4.1 100 4.8 6.1 19 12



continuing exporters∗ 10 98 1.6 17 19 2.4



new importers and exporters∗∗ 3.3 90 2.7 6.9 15 7.8



all firms 100 48 0.79 11.6 16.1 4.5 0 all firms 100 16 -0.43 11.6 11.6 0 4.4



∗



includes firms that import and export. ∗∗ includes all firms that start to import or export. Most of these firms are initially domestically-oriented and start to both import and export with the counterfactual. The share of firms downgrading is approximately one minus the share upgrading. The table reports simple averages across firms for ∆˜ q (ω) and aggregate numbers for skill intensity. For example, 2.6% of workers in domestically-oriented firms are initially skilled. Changes in skill intensity here may differ slightly from table 13 where we report changes in white-collar shares with measurement errors.



Table 15: Comparison of model specifications, counterfactuals with elastic labor percentiles 50%



10% 25% ln(normalized sales), final - initial∗ data -0.07 -0.08 -0.04 general model -0.04 -0.09 -0.11 exogenous quality -0.04 -0.09 -0.12 ν=0 -0.05 -0.11 -0.13 white-collar shares, final - initial† (in %) data 3.2 4.2 6.0 general model 0.3 1.0 2.7 exogenous quality 0.08 0.10 0.12 ν=0 -0.11 -0.13 -0.15
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75%



90%



mean



0.004 -0.11 -0.12 -0.13



-0.07 -0.10 -0.10 -0.11



-0.08 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08



9.2 3.0 0.12 -0.17



14 3.2 0.11 -0.16



6.4 4.4 0.4 0.4



When quality is exogenous and labor is elastic, firms do not change their skill intensity, but the exit of 3% of firms slightly shifts upward the distribution of skill intensity. Changes in aggregate skill intensity come only through reallocation of production, not within-firms. The scope for reallocation is limited because large, skill-intensive firms account for most employment in pre-liberalization data. For example, the average share of white-collar workers is 29% in the aggregate and 30.5% in firms with sales above median. So, even if all production were reallocated to these larger firms, aggregate skill intensity would change by 1.5% points. There is no evidence of such radical reallocation of production. In the general model, the penetration of high-quality foreign inputs increases domestic quality and thereby increases Home exports to Foreign. This effect is so large that to match the observed export expansion, the model predicts a decrease in Y ∗ of 11%. This decrease may be interpreted as a real appreciation of Home currency because it decreases the size of the Foreign market relative to Home prices and absorption. It exactly matches the 11% appreciation of Colombian pesos between 1988 and 1994. In contrast, special cases with ν = 0 or exogenous quality both predict an increase in Y ∗ of 7%. Similar to trade models without intermediate inputs, these special cases require a real depreciation (a fall in domestic wages) for exports to increase in unilateral liberalizations.46



6.2



Counterfactual results: Inelastic labor



When the supply of labor to manufacturing is fixed, the skill premium ws /wu increases by 4.4%, from 2.84 to 2.96, confirming that trade significantly increases the demand for skills in the model but by less than in the data where the skill premium increased by 11%. With inelastic labor, trade has an ambiguous effect on the relative cost of high-quality goods. Quality upgrading among importers and exporters decreases the relative price of high-quality material inputs as before. But the skill premium increases the relative 46



The general model and exogenous-quality case predict that pre-tariff price of foreign goods fall by about 7% which is consistent with the removal of non-tariff barriers. When ν = 0, p∗ practically does not change with the counterfactual (it increases by 0.1%). Parameters p∗ and Y ∗ may be influenced by numerous other factors, such as differential growth rates, foreign changes in trade policy.
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cost of labor inputs. Quantitatively, the first effect dominates in the upper tail of the quality distribution, while the second effect dominates in the lower tail. As a result, the dispersion in outcomes between ex ante high- and low-quality firms is greater than in the elastic labor case—see figure 3b. Predicted decreases in quality among low-quality firms is not surprising. With a low elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor for a given q, σL = 1.6, firms change their skill intensity mostly through quality. So, mechanically for labor markets to clear, the increase in skill intensity among large firms has to be offset by large decreases in skill-intensity among smaller, lower-quality firms. More surprising is that the predicted increase in skill premium, of 4.4%, is small compared to the elastic-labor case. A back-of-the-envelope calculation in appendix C.4 shows that, if the aggregate elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor were σL = 1.6, the skill premium would need to increase by 27% to offset the increase in skill intensity from 12% to 16% in the elastic-labor counterfactual.47 Quality choices and the magnification effect of inputs make the aggregate elasticity of substitution between skills in the model much larger than σL . A small rise in skill premium leads some lowerquality firms to downgrade. As they downgrade, the demand and supply of mediumquality inputs fall pushing medium-quality firms to also downgrade, thereby generating substantial decreases in demand for skilled workers. These contrasting magnitudes beg two questions. First is whether manufacturing labor supply is elastic. Labor markets in developing countries are often rigid, but at least in Colombia, rigidity in wages may imply that shocks are accommodated through changes in employment rather than changes in wages.48 Changes in employment in the elastic-labor counterfactual come mostly through firms shedding unskilled workers, rather than hiring  1/1.6 L1s /L1u 1s /w1u = , where subscripts 0 and 1 correspond The derived change in skill premium is w w0s /w0u L0s /L0u to initial and counterfactual values, respectively. 48 This point is made by Maloney, Nu˜ nez Mendez (2004), and Mondrag´on-V´elez, Pe˜ na, Wills (2010) who quantify the impact of minimum wages in increasing labor mobility in Colombia. 47
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skilled workers. Consistent with this scenario, Goldberg and Pavcnik (2003) find evidence associating decreases in tariffs to increases in informal work in Colombia.49 Second is the parametrization of σL . The elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled workers σL = 1.6 is estimated by Acemoglu and Autor (2010) using aggregate data from the United States within a year. Since the aggregate elasticity is close to σL when quality is exogenous below, the parametrization is adequate if firms do not change quality in the short term (one year). Otherwise, σL should be much smaller. Parameter σL does not affect the elastic-labor counterfactuals where w(q) = 1. We experiment with other values in section 7.2. Table 16: Counterfactual changes in the skill premium ws /wu (in %) trade liberalization



autarky



4.4 0.4 2.1



-65 -3 -4



general model ν=0 exogenous quality



Special cases.



On table 16, the increase in skill premium is only 0.4% when ν = 0,



again highlighting that the demand for skills increases in the model only if high-quality production uses higher-quality inputs. When quality is exogenous, firms cannot respond to the rise in skill premium by downgrading quality. As a result, the aggregate elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor is close to the elasticity within firms, σL = 1.6. The rise in skill premium by 2.1% is about half of the 4.4% in the general model. So, although the exogenous-quality case cannot explain at all increases in skill intensity in the data (section 6.1), it partly explains the rise in skill premium. Changes in skill premium, however, are not always similar with and without endogenous quality. Table 16 also presents the change in skill premium in a counterfactual where, starting from the estimated model, we increase trade costs to infinity. When quality is 49



Similarly, Dix-Carneiro and Kovak (2017) document large movements of unskilled labor out of the tradable sector into the informal sector during the trade liberalization in Brazil. Goldberg and Pavcnik (2004) survey empirical studies from other trade liberalizations associate tariff cuts to changes in skill intensity across sectors, again suggesting significant labor mobility.
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Table 17: Summary of counterfactual changes in demand for skills (in %) A. ELASTIC LABOR: changes in white-collar shares lwhite , final-initial l data general model ν=0 exogenous quality benchmark 6.4 4.4 0.4 0.4 A1: Free entry 4.5 0.6 0.3 6.6 1.5 0.8 A2: Export growth A3: α = 0.5 4.5 0.4 0.6 ws ∗ B. INELASTIC LABOR: changes in the skill premium wu , (final - initial)/final data∗ general model ν=0 exogenous quality general model 11 4.4 0.4 2.1 4.6 1.3 2.0 A1: Free entry A2: Export growth 9.7 2.7 4.3 9.2 0.7 3.2 A3: α = 0.5 ∗



Change in the skill premium in Colombia between 1988 and 1994 is from AGP.



exogenous, the skill premium decreases by 4%—a result close to previous models where the demand for skilled workers within firms is exogenous. In contrast, the skill premium collapses to one in the general model, where without the link to foreign markets, quality decreases to levels where demand for skilled labor is smaller than supply.50



7



Extensions and Robustness



7.1



Scale, exports, and capital goods



All counterfactuals above generate increases in demand for skills that are smaller than the combined increases in skill premium and manufacturing skill intensity in the data— suggesting not surprisingly that other forces are at work. This section considers three alternative counterfactuals that improve our understanding of the model, and at the same time, point to other explanations: Free entry, an anticipation of export growth, and capital inputs. Table 17 summarizes results. Section 7.2 checks for robustness. Specifications A1 and A2 are better seen together. A1 introduces free entry, but 50



A shift to autarky decreases skill intensity by about 6% in Burstein and Vogel (2016, figure 2B) and by 3% Lee (2016), though her mechanism is very different. We assume that skilled workers can perfectly substitute for unskilled workers when the skill premium is one. Arguably, the general model is closer to the reality in autarkic countries with a high supply of skilled workers, such as Cuba.
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maintains export growth at 3.0% of absorption and import growth at 12%, consistent with data. Recognizing that this asymmetry is not sustainable in the long run, A2 assumes that exports also grow by 12% of absorption, and studies the effects of trade if firms upgrade quality in anticipation of an eventual export expansion. Because average sales and profits do not change much in A2, introducing free entry would not change its results. In other words, sales increase relative to the benchmark in both A1 and A2, but the added sales go to Home in A1 and to Foreign in A2. In A1, counterfactuals are similar to the benchmark, confirming that scale has a minor effect on quality. In A2, counterfactual increase in demand for skills is larger because Foreign has a higher relative demand for higher-quality. When labor is elastic skill intensity goes up from 12% to 18%. When labor is inelastic, the increase in skill premium of 9.7% is more than double the benchmark. There is a clear parallel between high-quality inputs here and capital in the literature:51 Larger, skill-intensive firms use intensively capital and high-quality inputs, and developing countries are net importers of capital and high-quality inputs. Over time, trade affects the demand for skills only through skill-bias technologies. Specification A3 interprets nonlabor inputs broadly to include capital equipment, not just materials, and it decreases the labor share in production from α = 0.7 in the benchmark to 0.5.52 A higher input share magnifies the effect of input linkages on quality choices. The results do not change when labor is elastic, in part because importers and exporters’ qualities are more tightly linked to lower-quality domestic firms. When labor is inelastic, however, the skill premium increases by 9.2%, compared to 4.4% in the benchmark. This large effect suggests that using data on investment and incorporating input linkages in a model with capital goods, possibly `a la Burstein, Cravino, Vogel (2013), is a promising path for future work. In the special case ν = 0, increases in skill intensity and skill premium are small, except when exports expands in A2. Even then, without spillovers to Home’s input 51



See Eaton, Kortum (2001) and Krusell et al. (2000). Raveh, Reshef (2016) show evidence that only R&D intensive capital complements skilled workers, suggesting vertical-differentiation in capital goods. 52 Parameter estimates are in appendix D and cross-sectional moments practically do not change.
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market, overall changes are smaller and less pervasive. In the exogenous-quality case, increases in skill intensity are less than 1% when labor is elastic, and increases in skill premium are less than half the general model when labor is inelastic—as in section 6. The literature points to other explanations to further narrow the gap between the data and the model on table 17. There is an upward trend in the skill premium in Colombia and elsewhere, possibly due to skill-biased technical change in the USA. Lack of competition prior to the liberalization may have led to x-inefficiencies or agency problems within firms that depressed the skill premium and prevented the adoption of new technologies.53 Other sources of Marshallian externalities may exist—e.g., learning from early adopters, the development of skills. While investigating these explanations is beyond the scope of this paper, as long as they lead to larger and more widespread improvements in quality or technology, they are likely augmented through input linkages.



7.2



Robustness



Table 18 summarizes robustness checks detailed in appendix D.54 Results barely change with the elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled workers σL , or when fixed costs change in proportion to wages in the inelastic-labor counterfactual. These changes do not affect the elastic-labor counterfactuals where wages do not change.55 Decreasing σ strengthens input linkages and increases both the skill intensity in the elastic-labor counterfactual and the skill premium in the inelastic-labor counterfactual. Setting σ = 7 has the opposite effect. The appendix presents two alternative functional forms for Φ with the key properties of equation (5), but in one alternative Φ is unbounded. Results are not far from the benchmark, though relative to the benchmark, both cases 53



See Holmes and Schmitz (2010) for a survey on competition and efficiency, and Caliendo and RossiHansberg (2012) for agency problems within firms. Thoenig and Verdier (2003) propose an explanation based on weak intellectual property rights. 54 Specifications 5-10 require re-estimating the model. To speed up computation, we simulate only 5,000 firms instead of the 100,000 used in the benchmark. Changing σL requires only changes in skill-related parameters λ1 , λ2 . 55 Lower fixed production costs implies that fewer low-quality firms exit, hence decreasing the skill premium relative to the benchmark.
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Table 18: Summary of robustness checks of counterfactuals ELASTIC LABOR INELASTIC LABOR ∆ skill intensity (%) ∆˜ q ∆ skill premium (%) ∆˜ q (final - initial) (average) (final - initial)/initial (average) 1. benchmark 4.5 0.8 4.4 -0.4 2. σL = 1.1 4.5 -0.4 4.4 -0.4 3. σL = 1.8 4. fixed costs change with wages 4.3 -0.4 6.2 -0.1 5. σ = 3 4.6 0.3 6. σ = 7 3.5 0.1 2.5 -0.5 4.2 -0.4 7. alternative function Φ (bounded) 4.9 0.3 8. alternative function Φ (unbounded) 5.5 0.4 3.5 -0.2 9. target moments q˜ 5.3 1.3 4.1 -0.6 1.5 -1.6 10. optimal weights† (ν = 0.9) 3.9 0.2 ∗ Benchmark has σ = 5, σL = 1.6 and νˆ = 1.1. † See appendix D.2.



predict larger changes in skill intensity when labor is elastic and smaller changes in skill premium when labor is inelastic. We also re-estimate the model substituting all moments on skills with corresponding moments on price-adjusted sales q˜. Changes in demand for skills are roughly in line with the benchmark, while counterfactual ∆˜ q is larger because the estimated spread in price-adjusted sales q˜ is larger. Specification 10 re-estimates the model using the optimal weighting matrix, instead of the identity matrix in the benchmark. The new estimates grossly underestimate the coefficient on input price regressions on table 9. As a result, estimated ν is smaller and the domestic input market matters less. Although the results do not change much when labor is elastic, counterfactual increases in skill premium go from 4.4% in the benchmark to 1.5% when labor is inelastic. Rather than weakening our results, this experiment highlights the importance of fitting micro-data in the estimation to properly quantify different mechanisms in the model. In all specifications 1-9 above, the counterfactual liberalization induces large increases in price-adjusted sales, skill intensity and skill premium. Demand for skills increase by less than the data, but by roughly the same order of magnitude. Results are most sensitive to the strength of input linkages, governed by parameters α (A3 in section 7.1), σ and ν. When we repeat these robustness checks for the two special cases, ν = 0 and exogenous
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quality, skill intensity always increases by less than 0.5% when labor is elastic (not shown).



8



Conclusion



The proposed model exhibits economies of scale at the quality level in the form of specialized inputs. The larger is the mass of high-quality firms, the greater is the gain for individual firms to upgrade quality. According to the infant-industry argument, trade barriers may act as coordination devices in setting off the development of an industry. In sharp contrast here, it is the removal of trade barriers that sets off development: The direct effects of trade on a minority of plants percolate through the domestic market, changing relative costs and demand, and leading to large and widespread improvements in firm quality.56 Ex ante high-quality firms upgrade, while low-quality firms downgrade—a heterogeneous effect consistent with previous empirical findings.57 The production function captures broad transformations at the firm level that Milgrom and Roberts (1990) describe as characteristic of modern manufacturing. Firms that upgrade in the model invest and become skill intensive, the quality of their inputs and output goes up. We estimate this production function and find an economically significant interconnection between firms’ quality choices. Although Marshallian externalities are generally difficult to identify in data, this interconnection is driven by differences in input usage across vertically-differentiated firms, which are identified from data on prices. We hope the model will find its way to other applications within and beyond the field of international trade.



56



See Grossman, Rossi-Hansberg (2010) and their references for external economies of scale in trade. The paper closest to ours is Rodriguez-Clare (2007), where economies of scale also occur at the technology, not industry, level. Among other differences, here, spillovers are micro-founded and standard effects of trade on heterogeneous-firm are present. Unlike much of this literature, we find no evidence of multiple equilibria (appendix E), and there is no reason for the social planner to subsidize higher-quality production since economies of scale occur in all quality levels. 57 See Lileeva, Trefler (2010), Bustos (2011), Amiti and Cameron (2012), Amiti and Khandelwal (2013).
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